
Attendance: Frank, Rob White, Tini Wold, Jodie Cota, Theresa Noel, Leon Amaya WW,
Bradford Hutchinson, Tom Caraglio, Bill Davis, Kurt Anderson, Shawn Maguire, Christine Allen,
Christine Allen, Karen Richi, Matt Johnson, Haide Hall, Seanna Shannon, Paul Desrosiers,
Jaide Hall, Matt WW?, David Poston, Doug Mispel, Trish Lane, Jarrett WW?, Merrick WW?

● Speaker - Marcia
○ Talked about her writing group she wants to start, Healing through Writing
○ Not about grammar, more about the feelings and things that come out
○ Bring your own supplies (pen, paper, notebook, laptop, ect.)
○ Q&A about what the group will be like

● Announcements
○ New Staff Members

■ Introduced Jaide, our new administrative assistant
■ Introduced Kurt, our new group facilitator

● He came to us fully trained in IPS
■ Introduced Theresa, our new group facilitator
■ Introduced Tobi and Tara, group facilitators for LGBT Group
■ Introduced Stacey, our new program director
■ Looking for a bookkeeper; know anyone? Send them our way! (it’s part

time and in house)
■ Introduced Tara Abbott, our new board chair

○ Construction is done!
■ Kitchen is open for business, and so is our cafe

○ Please remember to sign in!
■ New iPad sign in that will be beginning soon, where people will be signing

in daily
○ Lockers are available to use now!

■ Want to use a lock to store things? Please sign a receipt for the lock and
you are good to use it.

■ All of the big lockers have been taken at this point
○ Picnic table

■ There’s a lot of clutter around the space lately
■ Please use the trash and the butt bucket to take care of detritus
■ The table itself is not an ashtray. The whole in the table is for an umbrella,

not an ashtray
■ Review of smoking rules: butts only in the bucket, and please stay in the

smoking section that is covered. Do not stand in front of the Bernon Street
entrance

■ Please be respectful of everyone around us!
○ Discern Van shows up Monday and Wednesday, 10 MA until they leave around 3

or 4 PM.
○ Trips for June:

■ Mall of NH/OTRTW - Quaint, small, nice, clean, good people, then we hit
the mall and then the DQ and we had a great time



■ Hampton Trip is coming up on Thursday
■ Golfing on June 21

○ Ideas for next month’s trip:
○ Washington Wellness

■ Individuals are coming to community meeting, which is AWESOME
■ If dishes aren’t being cleaned, the kitchen will be shut down if it becomes

a problem. New dishwasher is amazing, so use it!
■ Upstairs dishes are matched, and downstairs dishes are mismatched

● Member Feedback
○ Seana - I want more time for the trips, because we run out of time frequently and

are not able to even get through a full round of minigolf, and be able to spend
more than an hour at the mall

○ Seana - Fire drills are really important, and we should do some silent ones in
addition to noise ones

○


